
PrimeTime Perry UMC’s First Online Version of 

“Jokes You’ll Love”


Thursday, June 4, 2020

Though we can’t meet and eat today, let us laugh together!


Theme:  SPACE in the spirit of the recent NASA/SpaceX mission.


*Stage instructions and directions will be italicized while spoken 
word will be emboldened:


*Up to the podium bounds Tommy wearing a bowler hat on top of 
his head (or an astronaut’s helmet) with a taped sign “Joke’s You’ll 
Love” on the front.   After the sounds of plates scraping off food 
into the window trashcan and the clinks of silverware and glasses 
going into trays begin to fade and folks return to their seats, 
Tommy greets the room thankful for a delicious meal and 
wonderful fellowship around the tables.  He uses his back-wall-
hitting voice to say:   

Tommy:  “It’s now time ladies and gentlemen for another 
episode of JOKES….YOU’LL….” 

*Tommy holds out his hand for room responses and some 
PrimeTimers shout the word “LOVE” and some PrimeTimers 
shout the word “HATE.”   And a few shout the phrase “LOVE TO 
HATE.”


*Tommy doesn’t usually cite his sources of JYL jokes unless they 
come from Jim Lewis or others at table #18.  Nevertheless during 
a pandemic and fearing legal ramifications from the misuse of 
printed sources, Tommy chooses to let everyone know that these 
jokes are from http://www.therightwording.com (retrieved June 3, 
2020).  Disclaimer:  The humorists at therightwording.com are by 
no means responsible for the timing and/or delivery of their jokes 
or any harm imposed by PrimeTime’s Jokes You’ll Love! 

http://therightwording.com


Tommy asks:  “Why did the Sun never go to college?”


Tommy repeats the question again:  “Why did the Sun never go 
to college?”


A PrimeTimer from table #46 shouts toward the podium:  “The 
Sun was already too bright to learn anything else!” 


Tommy smiles while pointing at his joke sheet:  “Yes…That’s a 
good one, but that’s not what I have here.”


Tommy repeats the question again:  “Why did the Sun never go 
to college?”  “Anyone else?” 

After a long pause, Tommy says the punchline:  “Because the 
Sun already has like a million degrees!” 

Reaction from PrimeTimers:  Some laugh.  Some groan.  Some 
smile.  Some groan, laugh, and smile. 

Tommy won’t give up.  He says:  “Here’s another one!  How do 
you get a baby astronaut to go to sleep?”  

A PrimeTimer from a Houston Springs table (#23) shares:  “You 
give them warm Milky Way”


The room laughs…Tommy nods his head approvingly.  He says 
again: “Yes…that’s better than what I have here…but no it’s 
not give them Warm Milky Way.”  Any other guesses as to 
how to get a baby astronaut to fall asleep?”, Tommy asks.  


Tommy responds to the four seconds of silence with the 
punchline:  “Rocket”




Reaction from PrimeTimers:  Some aha.  Some groan.  Some 
smile.  Some laugh.  Actually, fewer laugh. 

“How bout one more?” Tommy asks PrimeTime.   

*Most prime timers are happy to hear there is only one more and 
some begin to look at the featured guest speaker who is 
supposed to follow this catastrophe of a warm-up.  As these 
PrimeTimers look toward this dignitary embarrassed by the pre-
show, they try their best to mentally escort the speaker up to the 
podium before Tommy gets into the last joke.  Tommy seems to 
be oblivious to the PrimeTimers who wish this JYL to end sooner 
rather than later.  In his cluelessness, it’s as if Tommy is a bit of a 
space cadet.   

Tommy asks:  “Why wouldn’t people like to eat at a restaurant 
on the moon?  


Tommy repeats:  “Why wouldn’t people like to eat at a 
restaurant on the moon?  


PrimeTimers proclaim in unison:  “We don’t know.  Why 
wouldn’t they?” 

Tommy responds with the punchline:  “Because it wouldn’t 
have enough atmosphere.”


The PrimeTimers respond with smiles and laughter—some even 
clap.  The atmosphere in the fellowship hall has changed.  Tommy 
says with a tip of his bowler cap or astronaut’s helmet, “And this 
has been another (VIRTUAL) edition of 
JOKES….YOU’LL….LOVE” 




